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Abstract
Listeners compensate for variation in speaking rate: in a fast context, a given sound is interpreted as
longer than in a slow context. Experimental rate manipulations have been achieved either through
linear compression or by using natural fast speech. However, in natural fast speech, segments are
subject to processes such as reduction or deletion. If speaking rate is then defined as the number of
segments per unit time, the question arises what impact such processes have on listeners’
normalization for speaking rate. The present study tested the effect of sentence duration and fastspeech processes on rate normalization for a German vowel duration contrast. Results showed that a
naturally produced short sentence containing segmental reductions and deletions led to the most
“long“ vowel responses while the long sentence with clearly articulated segments led to the fewest.
This suggests that speaking rate is not merely calculated as the number of segments realized per unit
time. Rather, listeners associate properties of natural fast speech with a higher speaking rate. This
contrasts with earlier results and a second Experiment in which perceived speaking rate was
measured in an explicit task. Models of speech comprehension are evaluated with regard to the
present findings.
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In order to understand spoken language listeners have to overcome large amounts of
variability in the speech signal. One of the most prominent sources of variation is speaking rate, since
it may vary considerably even within one and the same speaker (Miller, Grosjean & Lomanto, 1998;
Quené, 2008). Speaking rate is often defined as articulation rate (i.e., excluding pauses; Crystal &
House, 1990; throughout this paper the term speaking rate will be used as a synonym to articulation
rate) and measured in realized segments or syllables per unit time (e.g., per second). Taking this
definition, a larger number of realized segments per unit time indicates a faster rate (Koreman, 2006).
However, natural variation in speaking rate may be confounded with variation in clarity of
articulation. Formal speech tends to be slow with most or all intended segments clearly realized.
Natural fast speech, however, often leads to articulatory undershoot (Lindblom, 1963; 1990; see
below) and may include segmental reductions and deletions (see e.g., Ernestus, 2014 for a recent
overview). If then speaking rate is defined as the number of segments and syllables per unit time, the
question arises what impact such fast-speech processes have on listeners’ perception of speaking
rate. How do segments that are produced non-canonically or even deleted contribute to such a
segment count? Addressing this question is important as experimental manipulations demonstrating
how listeners cope with variability in speaking rate typically use one of two types of rate
manipulation: 1) linear compression of normal-rate speech that keeps all segmental properties in
place and shortens every segment to the same extent 2) natural fast speech that may be subject to
fast-speech processes such as reductions and deletions. The present study addresses the possible
impact of such fast-speech processes on rate normalization and compares their effect to
normalization for linearly compressed fast speech.
Normalization for speaking rate means that listeners take into account that at a fast rate all
segments shorten to some extent (Crystal & House, 1982, 1988) and compensate for this. Through
this process, they deal with the large variability in speaking rate during speech perception. That is,
following a fast context sentence, a given sound is interpreted as longer than when it follows a slow
context sentence (e.g., Ainsworth, 1972, 1974; Allen & Miller, 2001; Dilley & Pitt, 2010; Kidd, 1989;
Miller, 1981, 1987; Miller & Dexter, 1988; Newman & Sawusch, 2009; Reinisch, Jesse & McQueen,
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2011; Reinisch & Sjerps, 2013; Summerfield, 1981). For example, the word-initial stop voicing
contrast in English (e.g., /g/ vs. /k/) is mainly cued by temporal properties, namely duration of voice
onset time (VOT). When a stop such as /g/ or /k/ is preceded by a fast carrier sentence, listeners
report hearing /k/ (long VOT) more often than /g/ (short VOT). Following a slow sentence, more /g/
responses are reported (e.g., Newman & Sawusch, 2009). As a result, context information influences
whether listeners hear words, for instance, as goat or coat. This information can aid speech
perception, especially in the case of ambiguous phonemes (e.g., Newman & Sawusch, 2009; Reinisch
et al. 2011; Sawusch & Newman, 2000) and even when other potential cues are available to the
listener (Reinisch & Sjerps, 2013).
Studies of rate normalization in phonetic categorization have largely used one of two
different methods to implement the rate manipulation: either a speaker is recorded at his/her
natural rate and the sentence is manipulated by linear compression or expansion such as through
PSOLA (e.g., Dilley & Pitt, 2010; Reinisch et al. 2011; Reinisch & Sjerps, 2013), or the speaker is asked
to produce a given sentence at normal, fast, and slow rates (e.g., Kidd, 1989; Newman & Sawusch,
2009). Although both methods of obtaining stimuli at different overall durations have produced
reliable effects of speaking rate context on phonetic categorization, little is known about possible
differences in the magnitude of these effects. Differences could be expected if the sentences that
were naturally spoken at fast vs. slow rates differed in the presence of natural fast-speech processes;
that is, if the sentence that has been spoken fast contained segmental reductions and deletions but
the sentence spoken at a normal rate (that then would be linearly compressed) did not contain these
processes (usually little information is given on the segmental properties of these fast vs. slow
sentences).
Differences in the perception between natural fast speech and artificially compressed fast
speech have been reported with regard to intelligibility (Janse, Nooteboom & Quené, 2003). In
natural fast speech not all segments are compressed equally (Gay, 1989; Janse et al. 2003). Vowels
tend to shorten relatively more than consonants and unstressed syllables get shortened to a greater
extent or are more likely to be deleted than stressed syllables. Janse et al. (2003) tested whether the
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perceptual system would be specifically tuned to this natural variation such that natural fast speech
or speech that mimics the temporal relations of natural fast speech would be more intelligible than
linearly compressed fast speech that had been spoken at a normal rate. However, this is not what
they found. Rather, linearly compressed fast speech appeared to be most intelligible. Moreover,
Adank and Janse (2009) showed that although listeners were able to adapt to and improve
perception of linearly compressed speech as well as natural fast speech, transfer of improved
understanding occurred only from linearly compressed speech to natural fast speech but not the
other way around. Both studies hence suggest that listening to linearly compressed speech where all
segments are realized as in normal-rate speech is “easier” than listening to natural fast speech. While
these previous studies were mostly concerned with the timing of segments, the present study is
additionally concerned with the number of realized segments per unit time.
Segmental reductions and deletions tend to occur even in moderately fast speech (Ernestus,
2014; Pluymaekers, Ernestus & Baayen, 2005). While segmental deletion means that a segment is
completely absent, segmental reduction means that a segment is realized but not fully. An example
here would be that a vowel is produced slightly centralized (i.e., somewhat more schwa-like). The
occurrence of these two types of processes is correlated so that speech with more reductions also
contains more deletions. Sometimes it is even difficult to distinguish the two: Browman and
Goldstein (1990) provide an example of the phrase “perfect memory” in which there is no audible
trace of the /t/, but articulatory measures show a brief alveolar contact (which is, however, only
released after the labial closure). From the point of view of the listener, this would be a deletion of
the /t/, even though from an articulatory points of view it was “only” a reduction. That is, deletions
are typically accompanied by segmental reductions and sentences spoken at a very fast rate tend to
also contain deletions1. Since therefore their exact roles are hard to disentangle, the present study
will consider them as a combination of common speech processes in natural fast speech (see Vitela,
Warner & Lotto, 2013, for an attempt of assessing the role of segmental reductions alone).
1

To illustrate, the sentences recorded for the present study that did not contain deletions were much longer
than the tokens that did contain deletions – even when both were spoken at a fast rate.
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Importantly, the number of realized segments per unit time has been directly linked to the
calculation of speaking rate, hence any differences between the normalization of clearly articulated,
linearly time-compressed fast speech and natural fast speech would force us to reconsider how
speaking rate is being calculated. Consider the phrase He probably said… in which the word probably
can be produced as the canonical three-syllable word or as the two-syllable form prob’ly. Assuming
an overall duration of about 1200 ms for this phrase (which constitutes a typical carrier sentence),
the two-syllable form would result in a speaking rate decrease of roughly 13 versus 11 segments or 4
versus 3 syllables per second. That is, articulatory processes in natural fast speech may affect the
magnitude of normalization for speaking rate relative to fast speech that has been created by linear
compression where all segments are realized as they would be at a normal or slow speaking rate.
The present study follows Koreman (2006) who first investigated the impact of casual speech
and the number of realized segments per unit time with regard to the explicit perception of speech
tempo in two rate judgment tasks. Koreman selected a variety of carefully vs. sloppily pronounced
sentences from the Kiel Corpus of German spontaneous speech and paired them according to their
intended speaking rate (i.e., as if all segments were fully realized) or their realized speaking rate (i.e.,
number of realized segments per second, where deletions equal fewer realized segments; note that
spectral and temporal reductions in segments were not topic of the specific comparisons).
Participants were asked to judge which of two sentences sounded faster and to rate the speaking
rate in both sentences on a sliding scale from “too fast” to “too slow“. Results showed that both
intended and realized articulation rate correlated with listeners’ explicit rate comparison judgments.
In keeping with the example given above, the phrase He probably said… sounded faster when all five
syllables and thirteen segments were realized than when it had the same overall duration but fewer
syllables and segments realized (e.g., He pro’bly said… only four syllables and eleven segments
realized; effect of realized rate). However, the version with deletions still sounded faster than other
utterances of the same duration involving the same number (eleven) of segments/syllables that were
instead all realized (i.e., He always says…; effect of intended rate). In summary, segmental deletions
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influence the perception of speaking rate in an explicit task such that fewer realized segments as well
as fewer intended segments are taken as a sign of a slower rate.
The present study focuses on the influence of fast-speech processes in natural fast speech on
the implicit perception of speaking rate. To test whether and how natural fast speech vs. linearly
time-compressed speech affect the speech perception process, the present study uses the wellestablished effect of normalization for speaking rate in phonetic categorization. This task may be
called “implicit” as participants will not be asked explicitly how fast they perceive an utterance to be.
Rather, it will be tested whether the speaking rate of an utterance influences the perception of the
following stimulus. The goal is to further inform psycholinguistic models of speech perception and to
test whether perceived speaking rate depends on fast-speech processes as this may impact the
widely held assumption that speaking rate is calculated as the number of segments per unit time in
implicit perception.
Two fundamentally different types of psycholinguistic models have been proposed to
account for how listeners access mental representations of sounds and words. Simplifying for the
sake of the argument, abstractionist models (e.g., Norris, 1994; Norris & McQueen, 2008) assume
that listeners store one representation, typically a canonical form of each word. Any variation due to
speaker or speaking rate has to be “abstracted“ prelexically to access word meaning. Note that this is
the common way to describe listeners' reactions to variation in speaking rate. Notions such as "rate
normalization", "compensation for speaking rate" and "coping with variability" suggest that speaking
rate changes are a problem for the listener that have to be resolved before accessing the lexical
representations. However, although “normalization” is the classical way of thinking how to link the
variable speech input to lexical representations, rate normalization can also be explained in terms of
models with multiple representations for a given word.
Exemplar models (e.g., Goldinger, 1998) assume storage of each variant of a word, including
forms with deletions, items produced by different speakers, at different speaking rates, etc. Word
forms are accessed by directly comparing the acoustic input to stored representations. That is,
variability due to speaking rate does not have to be abstracted but words spoken at a fast rate are
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mapped onto fast exemplars and tokens spoken at a slow rate are mapped onto slow exemplars
(exemplars are “labeled” to have occurred in fast vs. slow speech; Pierrehumbert, 2001). Speaking
rate is then assessed via the labels for rate of the best matching exemplars. Although it is commonly
accepted that in their extreme assumptions neither fully abstractionist nor exemplar models can
account for the majority of findings in the psycholinguistic literature, the nature of the best hybrid
model has yet to be established (see, e.g., Ernestus, 2014 for a discussion with regard to processing
reductions in casual speech).
Notably a third class of models has recently been suggested to describe how listeners flexibly
adapt to certain properties of the speech signal. These probabilistic models of speech perception,
such as the belief-updating model of perceptual adaptation (Kleinschmidt & Jaeger, 2015) state that
listeners track consistencies in the speech signal for a given situation, for instance, a specific
speaker's idiosyncratic pronunciation of certain sounds, and create models of cue distributions for
this given situation. These specifically adapted models of cue distributions will be re-applied in
perception when the situation or the speaker is recognized again, hence facilitating perception and
providing new stating points for further adaptation. Although the time-scale of this adaptation
remains widely unspecified, contextual speaking rate is likely a signal property for which cue
distributions have been established (see e.g., Reinisch, in press; Sjerps & Reinisch, 2015).
Whether or not speech processes that are common in natural fast speech affect the implicit
processing of speaking rate will help to further evaluate the different properties of the different
speech perception models. Importantly the present study will contribute towards resolving the
question whether speaking rate is indeed sufficiently explained by calculating the number of
segments per unit time. A priori, two scenarios seem likely for how the processing of natural fast
speech that typically includes segmental reductions and deletions may differ from the processing of
linearly compressed normal-rate speech.
Under a first scenario, given the same sentence (i.e., the same intended words) and an
identical overall duration, natural fast speech is perceived as slower than linearly compressed fast
speech. This is because natural fast speech tends to contain segmental reductions and deletions. In
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contrast, linearly compressed speech tends to have all segments realized. If speaking rate were
calculated from the number of realized segments per unit time or the relative speed of the
articulators, we would expect the perception of slower speech tempo for a naturally-produced fast
than a linearly compressed normal-rate sentence. This scenario would be in line with the results for
explicit speech perception (Koreman, 2006), which show that a higher number of realized segments
leads to a higher perceived speaking rate. In terms of abstractionist speech perception models, it
would suggest that speaking rate is calculated before abstraction during processing occurs. If rate
were calculated only after abstraction, no difference between the natural fast and linearly
compressed sentence would be expected. In terms of exemplar models, listeners would calculate
rate by matching the signal onto stored exemplars, either full forms or forms that include reductions
and deletions. Short forms and forms with a higher number of segments would be “labeled” as fast.
Long forms and forms with fewer or less clearly articulated segments would be “labeled” slow.
Probabilistic models of speech perception could also account for such an outcome. The belief
updating model would state that a higher number of segments per unit time or faster perceived
articulator speed would be directly associated with higher speaking rate and hence support the use
of cue distributions for fast speech. These types of association would also be in line with accounts
arguing for top-down prediction as a driving factor in perception (Clark, 2013; and the commentary
by Farmer, Brown & Tanenhaus, 2013).
Under a second scenario, given the same sentence (i.e., the same intended words) and an
identical overall duration, natural fast speech that includes reductions and deletions is perceived as
faster than linearly time-compressed fast speech with all segments present. This scenario would go
against the traditional view of speaking rate being calculated by the number of realized
segments/syllables per unit time. Abstractionist models would have a hard time explaining this
outcome. However, it would be in line with exemplar models of speech perception in which stored
fast sentences tend to include reductions and deletions. That is, not only shorter forms would be
labeled fast but also forms that include properties that are typically found in fast speech, such as
segmental reductions and deletions. Specifically, the information “short” and “includes fast-speech
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processes” would both contribute to the perceived speech tempo. In other words, Scenario 2 could
be explained through listeners’ “knowledge” or association that segmental deletions tend to occur in
fast speech. Probabilistic models of speech perception or accounts arguing for top-down prediction
could also account for such an outcome. In fact such an outcome would strongly favor the
involvement of top-down knowledge. This point will be taken up in the General Discussion.
The present study set out to test whether and how processes in natural fast speech
contribute to the perception of speaking rate. As laid out above, participants were not asked
explicitly how fast they thought a sentence was. Instead, the perceived speaking rate was measured
indirectly by asking participants to categorize a duration-based phonological contrast. Specifically,
listeners categorized a German /a/-/a:/ duration continuum. In German, the /a/-/a:/ vowel contrast
is described as a real duration contrast without consistent co-variation of spectral properties (Jessen,
1993; Pätzold & Simpson, 1997)2. The /a/-/a:/ continuum appeared in a German minimal word pair at
the end of a rate-manipulated carrier sentence. The faster this carrier sentence is perceived, the
more “long” (/a:/) answers should be given. To be better able to judge the effect of speech processes
typical to natural fast speech against an expected effect of rate due to overall context duration, the
concept of speaking rate was split into two sub-components: sentence duration (long/short) and
fast-speech processes (present/absent). Sentence duration was defined such that “long” matched
the duration of a naturally spoken normal-rate sentence and “short” matched a naturally spoken fast
sentence including typical fast-speech processes such as reductions and deletions. That is, the first
version of the sentence had a long overall duration with all segments articulated as is typical for
natural normal-rate speech (“long/absent“ condition). In the second version, the same sentence was
at a short overall duration including reductions and deletions as produced in natural fast speech
(“short/present“ condition). That is, it was shorter, and contained fast-speech processes leading to a
lower number of segments than the first version. For each of these sentences an additional version
was created by artificial rate manipulation (i.e., linear compression and expansion). As a third version,
2

This becomes apparent in the acquisition of Dutch as a second language, where the lack of a spectral
difference between lax and tense /a/ are one of the telltale signs of a German accent.
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the natural-rate sentence was linearly compressed to the short overall duration of the sentence that
had been spoken fast (“short/absent” condition). This version was fast and had a higher articulation
rate than the naturally-spoken fast sentence, since more segments were realized in the same amount
of time (and spoken more clearly). Finally, as a fourth version, the sentence that was spoken fast was
linearly expanded to the overall duration of the long sentence (i.e., the normal-rate sentence)
(“long/present” condition). This sentence had the lowest articulation rate of all four conditions. All of
these four conditions, except for the long one that was an expanded version of the naturally-spoken
fast sentence, can be found in studies on normalization for speaking rate in phonetic categorization.
The fourth condition was included to complete the factorial design, as it is conceivable that speech
processes found in natural fast speech may be perceived differently in fast speech (where they can
be expected) than in slow speech, where they are unusual.
More specifically, the question was whether the different combinations of a long and short
duration and the presence vs. absence of fast-speech processes would result in rate effects of
different magnitude as instantiated in shifts of the /a/-/a:/ category boundary. The faster a condition
is perceived to be, the more /a:/ responses are expected. In a second experiment, the same
sentences were subjected to an explicit rate comparison task similar to Koreman (2006) to allow for a
better comparison of “implicit” effects of speaking rate on phonetic categorization and explicit
judgments of perceived speaking rate.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the four speaking rate conditions showing how speaking rate can be
composed of duration (long vs. short sentence) and the presence vs. absence of natural fast-speech
processes. The arrows labeled “linear compression” and “linear expansion” illustrate the
manipulation scheme used for the present experiments.

Experiment 1
Method
Participants
Twelve native speakers of German from the student population of the University of Munich
took part for a small monetary compensation. They reported no language, speech, or hearing
impairment.
Materials
The German words bannen and bahnen ("to banish"-"to channel") that differ minimally in the
/a/-/a:/ vowel duration contrast served as targets. Both words were recorded by a female native
speaker of German at the end of the carrier sentence Sie vermied in ihrem Text den Begriff {TARGET}
(literal translation: "She avoided in her text the term {TARGET}"). The sentence was recorded
multiple times at a "normal" speaking rate in a clear speech style, as well as fast with the possibility
for segmental deletions (for details about the carrier see below). One token of the target word
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bahnen (i.e., containing the long vowel; 161 ms) was selected from the normal-rate items and
excised from the sentence for further manipulation.
Using this selected token of bahnen, an /a/-/a:/ vowel continuum was created by
manipulating the duration tier in PRAAT (Boersma & Weenink, 2009) and subsequent PSOLA
resynthesis. Pretests on similar minimal word pair continua in a different study showed that vowel
durations of 51 and 146 ms suffice for clear /a/ and /a:/ continuum endpoints, respectively. This
duration range was split into 13 steps with a step size of 7.3 ms. Nine of these were chosen for the
present experiment (i.e., steps 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, and 13). The other four were dropped to reduce
the overall number of steps and to allow for a larger number of repetitions per point. To avoid any
influence of segment durations other than the vowel biasing listeners towards the base word bahnen,
all segment durations were set to an average duration between the manipulated word’s segments
and a reference token of bannen (also selected from the normal-rate productions).
For the context manipulation, two tokens of the carrier sentence (Sie vermied in ihrem Text
den Begriff {TARGET}) were selected: one spoken at a “normal” rate (long sentence, fast-speech
processes absent), and one spoken fast with several segments reduced and deleted (short sentence,
fast-speech processes present). Two trained phoneticians used broad IPA transcription to assess the
number of segments produced in the chosen carrier sentences. Transcriptions were based on
listening as well as visual inspection of the signals (spectrogram, oscillogram). The two transcribers
agreed that in the clear version 26 segments were realized (i.e., [zi: fɐmi:t ɪn irəm tɛks dəm begrɪf])
while in the version including deletions only 20 segments were realized ([sɪ fəmit n iəm tɛks tm gɪf]).
Note that in sequences like Text dem the final /t/ in Text did not show a separate release in either
version. Given the same closure duration in the natural fast and linearly time-compressed fast
version (approximately 30 ms) the same number of segments was counted in both versions (here:
one). Appendix A lists all segments of the two carrier sentences including segment durations, and
values of the first and second formants of all vowels in Hertz and Bark to assess spectral reductions in
addition to the difference in number of realized segments. Since the spectral values showed a slight
tendency towards centralization of the vowels in the naturally-spoken fast sentence, it was further
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established that the long-term average spectra of the two versions of the sentence did not show any
consistent, long-lasting differences above and below the first two formants. This precluded the
impact of spectral contrast effects as discussed in Vitela et al. (2013). Most important for the present
study was that duration is the main cue to the German /a/-/a:/ contrast and that the naturallyproduced fast sentence had undergone processes typical of naturally-produced fast speech such that
it contained fewer segments than the naturally-produced normal-rate sentence.
Two additional tokens of the carrier sentence were created to construct a fully crossed
design. To disentangle the presence or absence of natural fast-speech processes from speaking rate
as instantiated by overall sentence duration (or the time within which segments could be counted)
the concept of speaking rate will henceforth be referred to as two components: Sentence Duration
and presence vs. absence of fast-speech processes. That is, the factors Duration (long/short) and
fast-speech Processes (present/absent) were fully crossed. Using PSOLA resynthesis, the original
short/present sentence was expanded to the overall duration of the original normal-rate sentence,
and the normal-rate sentence was (linearly) compressed to the overall duration of the naturallyspoken fast sentence. Figure 1 illustrates this manipulation. In order to account for differences in
artifacts due to the expansion and compression, the original sentences were also resynthesized
(speeded up and slowed down again) such that all four versions of the sentence had undergone
manipulation.
Design and Procedure
The four versions of the carrier sentence were combined with all 9 selected steps of the
bannen-bahnen continuum resulting in a total of 36 sentences. Participants were seated in a soundattenuated room and performed a phonetic categorization task. They listened to the sentences via
headphones and indicated whether the last word in the sentence was bannen or bahnen by pressing
the number keys 1 and 0 on a computer keyboard. Response options were displayed on the
computer screen throughout the experiment with the layout of the words on the screen matching
the sides of the response keys. Word-key assignments were counterbalanced across participants. The
next trial started 700 ms after the participant’s response. Each participant received a total of 252
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trials, that is, 7 repetitions of each carrier-target combination. Every 63 trials, participants were
allowed to take a break. The experiment was controlled by ePrime software (Psychology Software
Tools, Inc.) and took approximately 25 minutes to complete.
Results
Results were analyzed using a linear mixed-effects model with the dichotomous dependent
variable /a:/-responses (i.e., response /a:/ coded as 1, response /a/ coded as 0) and participant as a
random factor, including random slopes for all within-participant fixed factors (see Barr, Levy,
Scheepers & Tily, 2013). A logistic linking function was used. The model included three fixed factors
and their interactions: Sentence Duration (short -> coded as -0.5, long -> coded as 0.5), fast-speech
Processes (present -> - 0.5, absent -> 0.5), and Continuum Step (centered on 0). All factors were
contrast coded such that effects could be interpreted as main effects. The two outmost steps on both
sides of the continuum were classified correctly with close to ceiling performance (>98% and <2%
/a:/-responses), which shows that acoustically unambiguous steps are unlikely to be affected by
acoustic context. Only responses to the middle five steps of the continuum were therefore analyzed.
Figure 2 shows the categorization responses along the /a/-/a:/ continuum in the four conditions.
Figure 3 aggregates the effects over the five middle continuum steps.
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Figure 2: Categorization function for the four conditions in Experiment 1. The two darker lines
represent the long sentences; the lighter lines the short context. Lines with the point characters 1 and
3 represent the sentences without fast-speech processes and the lines with the point characters 2 and
4 indicate sentences including fast-speech processes. Since participants identified points -+6 and -+ 4
(on the x-axis) with close to ceiling performance, these were not included in the statistical analyses
(see text for details).
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Figure 3: Proportion /a:/-responses pooled over the five middle steps of the vowel duration continuum
(hence the scale to .7 rather than 1), shown for the four different combinations of Duration and fastspeech Processes. The higher the bars, the “faster“ the condition was perceived. Error bars show one
standard error and were calculated in logistic space (as were the analyses), but for the purpose of
plotting they were transformed back to the proportion scale.

Results showed main effects of Continuum Step (b(Intercept) = -0.61, SE = 0.39, z = -1.57, p = .12;
b(step) = 2.4, SE = 0.22, z = 11.19, p < .001), Sentence Duration (b(duration) = -1.18, SE = 0.25, z = -4.66 p
< .001) and fast-speech Processes (b(processes) = -0.57, SE = 0.26, z = -2.20, p < .05), without any of the
interactions reaching significance (b(step*duration) = -0.05, SE = 0.32, z = -0.16, p = .87; b(step*processes) = 0.08, SE = 0.32, z = -0.25, p = .81; b(duration*processes) = -0.43, SE = 0.4, z = -1.09, p = .28; b(step*duration*processes)
= 0.25, SE = 0.6, z =0.42, p = .67). The effect of Continuum Step indicates that the vowel duration
manipulation resulted in the expected effect; that is, the longer the vowel, the more /a:/-responses
were given. Critically, both Sentence Duration and fast-speech Processes influenced vowel
perception: both short sentence duration and the presence of fast-speech processes lead to more
/a:/-responses.
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Discussion
Experiment 1 used the well-established speaking rate effect on phonetic categorization to
test how duration and natural fast-speech processes contribute to perceived speaking rate. Based on
previous literature, it was expected that the faster listeners perceived the preceding carrier sentence
to be, the more “long” responses should be given, here with regard to the perception of the German
/a/-/a:/ contrast. Results showed that both manipulated sub-components, Duration and presence vs.
absence of fast-speech Processes, exerted an effect. The short sentence that contained natural fastspeech processes led to the most /a:/-responses, whereas the long sentence in normal-rate speech
without such processes led to the fewest /a:/-responses. The remaining two conditions (short/absent
and long/present) showed intermediate effects (see Figure 3). These results speak to two issues.
First, these findings inform the literature on normalization for speaking rate in phonetic
categorization. There are currently two main approaches to manipulating speaking rate. Either a
speaker is asked to produce carrier sentences fast vs. slowly (e.g., Kidd, 1989; Newman & Sawusch,
2009) or utterances spoken at a “neutral“ speaking rate are manipulated with linear compression
and expansion (e.g., Dilley & Pitt, 2010; Reinisch, et al. 2011; Reinisch & Sjerps, 2013). Although both
types of rate manipulation have been shown to trigger the expected contrastive effects in the
perception of duration contrasts, the present study was the first to directly compare the magnitude
of the effects using the same sentence and target words in different conditions. Results suggest that
naturally produced fast speech is perceived as faster than linearly-compressed “normal-rate” speech.
However, there was no interaction between Duration and fast-speech Processes. This suggests that
although speech that contains fast-speech processes is perceived as faster than compressed or
uncompressed normal-rate speech, the magnitude of the rate normalization effect (i.e., the
comparison between the long vs. short sentence within each condition of the factor Processes) did
not differ.
The second, more important finding of the present experiment is the effect of natural fastspeech processes itself. This effect showed the opposite pattern to the explicit rate judgments
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reported in Koreman (2006). In the present experiment, the sentence that had been spoken fast and
included segmental reductions and deletions was perceived as faster than the same sentence of the
same duration with all segments realized (as in normal-rate speech). That is, the second scenario as
described in the introduction appears to be confirmed. The implications of this result for speech
processing will be taken up in the General Discussion. However, before jumping to conclusions, the
four sentence conditions of the present experiment were subjected to an additional rate comparison
task, similar to that conducted by Koreman (2006). This additional task will allow the results of
Experiment 1 to be set in relation to explicit rate comparison judgments.

Experiment 2
Method
Participants
Twelve participants who matched the same selection criteria, but did not take part in
Experiment 1 participated for a small monetary compensation.
Material
Following Koreman (2006), a rate comparison task was constructed by slightly adapting the
materials used in Experiment 1. Listeners were presented with two versions of the carrier sentence
and had to decide which of the sentences sounded faster or slower respectively. The target words
used in Experiment 1 were not included in the present experiment. Given that in Experiment 1 only
four versions of the same sentence were used and the difference in overall duration between long
and short was rather large (i.e., about 540 ms) three additional intermediate durations were created
for both types of sentences (i.e., with natural fast-speech processes present and absent). The
duration manipulation was again implemented using PSOLA by linear compression of the long,
normal-rate sentence and linear expansion of the short sentence that had been produced fast.
Experiment 2 hence used five tokens of the sentence with natural fast-speech processes present and
five tokens of the sentence with fast-speech processes absent.
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Design
Sentences were paired in three different ways. First, sentences of the same duration but with
fast-speech processes present vs. absent were paired as the “same duration-different
processes“ condition. If the results are consistent with those for the implicit perception of rate found
in Experiment 1, the sentence containing fast-speech processes should be chosen as the faster one in
this condition. A “different duration-same processes“ condition included sentences of the same type
(i.e., either fast-speech processes present vs. absent) but with different overall durations. If “1”
represents the shortest and “5” the longest of the five possible durations, the following duration
pairs were used: 1-3, 2-4, 3-5, and 1-5. Using these pairs allowed us to see whether participants were
able to do the task. If so, they should choose the physically shorter stimulus as the one with the
faster rate, and responses should be more consistent for the easy (1-5) pair than for the physically
less distinct pairs (1-3, 2-4, and 3-5). Finally, in the “different duration-different processes“ condition
the two sentences were grouped into duration pairs (1-3, 2-4, 3-5, and 1-5), which also differed in the
presence vs. absence of fast-speech processes. If, as in the implicit task, participants perceive stimuli
with segmental reductions and deletions as faster than the sentences without such processes, they
should choose the physically shorter stimulus as the faster one more often if the shorter stimulus is
also the one that also contains fast-speech processes. Taking all possible combinations and orders
(first/second) into account, a total of 42 sentence pairs was used (i.e., 5 pairs for the same durationdifferent processes condition x 2 orders = 10, 4 pairs for the different duration-same processes x 2
orders for duration x 2 types of sentences (fast-speech processes present vs. absent) = 16, 4 pairs for
the different duration-different processes condition x 2 orders for duration x 2 orders for speech
processes present vs. absent first = 16, 10+16+16 = 42).
Procedure
Participants were seated in a sound-attenuated room and were presented with the sentence
pairs over headphones at a comfortable listening level. Sentences in a pair were separated by 500 ms.
Half of the participants had to decide whether the first or the second sentence sounded faster while
the other half decided whether the first or the second sentence sounded slower. They pressed the
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left arrow key on the computer keyboard for answering “first“ and the right arrow key for answering
“second“. Participants were encouraged to answer as quickly as possible, but only after the end of
the second sentence, which was indicated by the appearance of a cross in the middle of the
computer screen. Each sentence pair was presented four times in a separate random order with the
restriction that all sentence pairs were presented once before being repeated. Every 42 trials,
participants were allowed to take a break.
Note that this design includes a few adjustments relative to the task used by Koreman (2006).
In the present study, the same sentence was used in all conditions, so no “same duration-same
processes“ condition was included. This had two advantages: first, across conditions listeners had to
compare only physically different stimuli, and second, there was no need for a “same“ answer to be
allowed. This prevented participants from retreating to answering “same“ when they were unsure
about their decision.
Results
Results were analyzed separately for the three different conditions (“same duration-different
processes”, “different duration-different processes”, and “different duration-same processes”).
Results will be plotted and reported such that the dependent variable is response "first sentence is
faster" (i.e., first faster coded as 1, second faster coded as 0). That is, for those participants whose
task it was to determine the slower-sounding sentence, data were recoded to match "1st faster". In
addition, following Koreman (2006), the different-duration pair data were further recoded such that
the first sentence in the pair was the one with the shorter duration. These recoded data from all
three conditions were analyzed with mixed effects models, with "1st faster" as the dependent
variable and fast-speech Processes (present coded as -0.5 and absent coded as 0.5) as a fixed factor.
For the data in which the duration of the pair differed (“different duration-different processes”, and
“different duration-same processes”), two additional factors were entered: duration Difference (easy
coded as 0.5 and difficult coded as -0.5,) and an interaction between fast-speech Processes and
Difference. There are two things to note about the coding. First, a positive significant intercept will
indicate the use of duration such that listeners report “1st faster“ if the first sentence is faster.
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Second, the factor fast-speech Processes pertains to the first/faster sentence of a pair. A similar
effect as in Experiment 1 (i.e., sentences containing fast-speech processes sound fast) would
therefore be reflected in a negative regression weight of fast-speech Processes, since the level
“present” was coded as -0.5, and a negative regression weight then means that more “positive”, 1st is
faster responses result from this type of speech. Participant was entered as a random factor with
random slopes for within-participant fixed factors. A logistic linking function was used.
Results for the same duration-different processes condition showed that in the absence of
durational differences between the sentences, listeners had a bias towards responding 1st faster
(b(intercept) = 0.39, SE = 0.1, z = 3.98, p < .001), but there was no effect of the presence vs. absence of
fast-speech processes (b(processes) = -0.09, SE = 0.38, z = -0.24, p = .81; M(absent) = 0.58, M(present) = 0.61).
That is, listeners were unable to differentiate perceived speaking rate based on whether or not the
sentence contained speech processes that are typical for fast speech (i.e., segmental reductions and
deletions).
Results for the different duration-same processes condition are plotted in Figure 4, left Panel.
Since the data for this condition were recoded such that the first sentence was the faster one,
listeners' strong preference to respond "1st faster" shows they based their responses on duration
differences (b(intercept) = 3.13, SE = 0.32, z = 9.76, p < .001). As expected, this preference was larger if
the duration difference between the stimuli was large (1-5 pairs) than when it was small (other pairs;
b(difference) = 1.84, SE = 0.62, z = 2.98, p < .005). However, neither the effect of fast-speech Processes
(b(processes) = -0.40, SE = 0.57, z = -0.71, p = .48) nor the interaction of Processes and Difference
(b(processes*difference) = -0.98, SE = 1.04, z = -0.95, p = .34) were significant, suggesting a similar use of
duration for fully articulated sentences and sentences including segmental reductions and deletions.
Finally, data for the different duration-different processes condition are shown in Figure 4,
right Panel. Again, a strong preference to respond "1st faster" was found, which reflects listeners'
use of duration differences in making speaking rate judgments (b(intercept) = 2.85, SE = 0.32, z = 9.01, p
< .001). However, even though in this condition the presence vs. absence of fast-speech processes
differed in sentences of a pair, fast-speech Processes did not show a significant effect (b(processes) = -
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0.48, SE = 0.5, z = -0.96, p = .34). Again, pairs with a larger duration difference (1-5) led to more "1st
faster" responses in line with the difference than pairs with small duration differences (b(difference) =
1.64, SE = 0.47, z = 3.47, p < .001). Since there was a marginal interaction of Processes and Difference
(b(processes*difference) = -1.67, SE = 0.92, z = -1.82, p = .07), an additional analysis excluding the duration
pair with the largest difference (i.e., 1-5) was performed, since the large duration difference may
have overshadowed any effect of fast-speech Processes. But this analysis showed similar results
(b(intercept) = 1.85, SE = 0.25, z = 7.35, p < .001; b(processes) = -0.32, SE = 0.29, z = -1.11, p = .27). In sum,
results for this explicit rate comparison task show that listeners based their decisions only on the
overall duration of the sentence and if the presence vs. absence of fast-speech processes had an
effect it was too small to be detected in an explicit task.

Figure 4: Proportion “1st faster responses” for the explicit rate comparison task in Experiment 2. The
left panel shows results for the "different duration-same processes condition" and the right panel
shows results for the "different duration-different processes condition". Note that the data were
recoded such that first sentence indicates the faster one. The labels “shorter: processes absent“ (dark
bars) and “shorter: processes present“ (light bars) indicate whether or not the first, that is, shorter
sentence of the pair contained fast-speech processes. Error bars show one standard error and were
calculated in logistic space (as were the analyses) but for the purpose of plotting they were
transformed back to the proportion scale.
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Discussion
Experiment 2 set out to compare the results from the implicit speech perception task in
Experiment 1 to explicit judgments about the perceived speaking rate of the carrier sentences. The
results from the sentence pairs including durational differences showed that participants could
readily perform the task of judging which sentence was faster. Participants indicated well above
chance that the shorter sentence was the faster one, and did so more consistently if the duration
difference was larger. Importantly, for the smaller duration differences, the overall performance was
not quite at ceiling (i.e., around 88%), which would have left room for variables other than duration
to influence responses. In other words, the duration differences were small enough to leave some
uncertainty about which stimulus was faster, which could have allowed the presence vs. absence of
fast-speech processes to exert an influence. In addition, even in the "same duration-different
processes condition", where the difference in the presence vs. absence of fast-speech processes was
the only cue to suggest differences in rate, listeners appeared not make use of this information.
Given that listeners could perform the task in general, the main question can be addressed.
This was whether the effect of Speech Processes found for the implicit task in Experiment 1 could be
replicated in the explicit judgments of this second experiment. That is, would sentences that include
speech processes that are typically found in natural fast speech be judged as faster than sentences
with all segments (or at least a larger number of segments) clearly realized, or would results pattern
with the explicit rate judgments in Koreman (2006)? It turns out, in a direct comparison of the same
sentences with and without fast-speech processes, listeners did not take this difference into account.
If durational cues were not available, they responded at random (with an overall bias towards
responding "1st faster"), otherwise all judgments were based on the duration difference.
An alternative account on the apparent lack of an effect of fast-speech processes in the
explicit task could be taken if speaking rate was not only calculated as the number of segments per
unit time but listeners additionally took transition speed or articulator speed into account. That is,
segmental reductions and deletions lead to shallower transitions and reduced articulator speed
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relative to the fully articulated sentence. If this measure was perceived in a trading relation with rate
perception as a segment count then the two types of measures may indeed cancel the effects in the
same duration-different processes condition. Moreover, the duration difference in the different
duration-different processes condition – despite the addition of smaller duration differences than in
the implicit task – could have merely overpowered an effect of fast-speech Processes that
underlyingly would have been there. Note that this interpretation is different from the account that
fast-speech processes including a reduced number of segments did not influence perception at all. It
suggests that effects of fast-speech processes simply cannot be measured in an explicit task.
However, no matter how speaking rate is being calculated, the results of Experiment 2 do not match
those from the implicit task in Experiment 1 or the explicit rate judgment task in Koreman (2006).
General Discussion
An ambiguous vowel is perceived as relatively longer following a fast context sentence than
following a slow context sentence. This effect of normalization for speaking rate was used to assess
whether and to what extent speech processes common to natural fast speech such as segmental
reductions and deletions contribute to the perception of speaking rate. Results showed that overall
sentence duration as well as the presence vs. absence of fast-speech processes both influenced
listeners’ categorization of a German minimal word pair differing in the /a/-/a:/ duration contrast.
More /a:/-responses were given in the short than the long context, and more /a:/-responses were
given following a sentence that was spoken fast and contained segmental reductions and deletions
as compared to a sentence that had been produced at a normal rate and was linearly compressed to
the same duration as the naturally-spoken fast sentence. One objective of this study was to test
whether the number of realized segments per unit time is sufficient to calculate speaking rate to
explain its effects on speech perception. However, the sentences including fast-speech processes
were perceived as faster than the sentences without those processes, despite the lower number of
realized segments within the same amount of time. Results thus match the second scenario as
described in the Introduction. They suggest that the number of realized segments per unit time or
perceived articulator speed may not be a sufficient definition of speaking rate in implicit rate
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perception. Rather listeners appeared to interpret the presence of processes typical to natural fast
speech as a sign of fast speech despite the lower number of realized segments.
Exemplar models of lexical representation (e.g., Goldinger, 1998) can account for such a
finding since they are based on the assumption that linguistic categories consist of a collection of
detailed instances/exemplars in memory (i.e., one for each form spoken by a specific speaker, at a
specific rate, etc.). A particular stimulus then refers to the exemplars with the closest match to the
input and listeners can draw on their “knowledge” how natural fast speech tends to sound.
Specifically, the properties “short duration” and “includes processes typical for fast speech” (such as
reductions or deletions) would both contribute to the perception of a fast rate.
An analogy of the present findings can be drawn with effects of long-term
experience/expectations on normalization for spectral characteristics of utterances. For example,
Strand and Johnson (1996) demonstrated that listeners categorize fricative continua differently
depending on the perception of the voice as male or female. More specifically, listeners relied on
their prior experience that female voices tend to be higher and have higher resonance frequencies
than male voices and assumed accordingly that the /s/-/ʃ/ boundary would be at higher spectral
center frequencies for female than male speakers. Similar effects have been demonstrated with
regard to vowel perception depending on the expected vowel spaces of male and female speakers
(Johnson, Strand & D'Imperio, 1999). Talker normalization emerges from the extraction of
memorized correlations between talker representation and the linguistic exemplars. Since speaking
rate is also considered a part of the representation of exemplars, the association of fast-speech
processes such as segmental reductions or deletions with a fast speaking rate could be explained in a
similar fashion. However, it has to be noted that exemplar models of speech perception cannot
explain all effects of naturally fast casual speech (Ernestus, 2014).
Another class of perception models that can account for effects of experience with certain
listening situations and associations such as “fast speech is likely to contain reductions and deletions”
are probabilistic models of perception, for instance, the Belief Updating Model of perceptual
adaptation (Kleinschmidt & Jaeger, 2015). The belief-updating model suggests that whenever
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listeners recognize consistencies in the speech signal for a given situation they will track these
situation- or speaker-specific distributions of acoustic cues. These specifically adapted models of cue
distributions will be re-applied in perception when the situation or the speaker is recognized again.
Although not explicitly stated in the description of the model, structural correlations such as “natural
fast speech tends to contain segmental reductions and deletions” are likely candidates for
“situational“ co-occurrences that could be tracked in order to facilitate recognition.
So what does this associative relation between the occurrence of fast-speech processes and
listeners’ knowledge that they tend to occur in fast rather than normal-rate or slow speech add to
our understanding of how speaking rate is being processed? Previous research suggests that
normalization for speaking rate is an early perceptual or even general auditory process:
normalization for speaking rate occurs across speakers (Green, Tomiak & Kuhl, 1997; Newman &
Sawusch, 2009). This has been used to argue that rate normalization takes place before other early
perceptual processes such as stream segregation (i.e., the perceptual separation of voices) occur.
Rate normalization can be elicited by non-speech contexts (e.g., Diehl & Walsh, 1989; Wade & Holt,
2005), and it has been found in non-human perception (e.g., Welsh, Sawusch & Dent, 2009). More
recently, studies using eye tracking have shown that listeners use speaking rate online during speech
perception to interpret upcoming sounds as soon as they become available in the acoustic signal
(Reinisch, et al. 2011, Reinisch & Sjerps, 2013). All this evidence on the earliness and generality of
rate normalization may seem to be counter to the present findings if the explanation is that prior
knowledge (that fast speech tends to contain reductions and deletions) influences the effects. But
abstractionist models of speech perception that argue for such early, prelexical rate normalization
appear unable to explain the present results.
However, this apparent discrepancy can be reconciled in two ways. First, by allowing
speaking rate to influence processing at more than one point during processing. In fact speaking rate
may be similar to spectral contrast effects. Spectral contrast effects have been shown to arise early
during processing occurring between the periphery of the auditory system (Summerfield, Haggard,
Foster & Gray, 1984; Wilson, 1970), up to language-specific levels of speech perception (Sjerps,
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Mitterer & McQueen, 2011, 2012; Viswanathan, Fowler & Magnuson, 2009). The example presented
above that spectral contrasts are interpreted differently dependent on whether they are perceived
to originate from a male vs. female speaker appears at yet higher processing levels. This may indeed
mirror the relation of previous findings on the earliness of speaking rate normalization and the
present findings that segmental deletions tend to be associated with fast speech – especially in
implicit processing.
Note that at least one other study did show an influence of an external factor on the
perception of speech tempo. Bosker and Reinisch (2015) showed that carrier sentences that were
spoken by a nonnative speaker led to more “long vowel” responses than when the carrier was
spoken by a native speaker. That is, despite an overall match in long-term spectral properties,
duration and number of realized segments, nonnative speech was perceived as faster than native
speech in an implicit rate normalization task. This is because nonnative speech is typically slower
than native speech and listeners tend to take this expectation into account. Therefore presenting
native and nonnative speech at the same overall duration made the nonnative material sound faster.
However, Bosker and Reinisch also propose an alternative explanation to their results that
would be a second way to reconcile our results with a low-level abstractionist normalization account.
Bosker and Reinisch argued that accented sentences may be harder to process than native sentences
and this increase in cognitive effort may speed up time perception (see Block, Hancock & Zakay,
2010). This explanation has gained support by a set of studies suggesting that increased cognitive
load as instantiated in a dual-task experiment indeed appears to speed up time perception. Bosker,
Reinisch and Sjerps (2016) asked listeners to categorize a vowel duration continuum following fast
and slow context sentences during which participants had to complete an easy vs. difficult visual
search task. Results showed that the context was (implicitly) perceived as faster if the visual search
was difficult than when it was easy. Similar arguments could be brought forward with regard to the
present study. In addition they may rescue an account of abstract representation. If fast-speech
processes such as segmental deletions are seen as a form of signal degradation (as would be
assumed in abstract models of speech processing), the effect of fast-speech processes could be
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explained by the increased cognitive load caused by reductions and deletions. The only drawback for
the explanation through signal degradation is that, in the present study, trouble with understanding
should not have been an issue since listeners were presented with the same sentence in four
different versions over and over again. However, the same was true for the Bosker et al. (2016) study.
The other finding of the present study is the contrast between the results from the implicit
rate normalization task in Experiment 1 and a task requiring explicit rate comparison judgments
(Experiment 2). In Experiment 2, listeners were presented with pairs of two different versions of the
carrier sentence and had to decide which version sounded faster or slower respectively. Although
most of the duration differences between sentences were smaller (i.e., half the size) than in
Experiment 1, listeners based their judgments exclusively on duration. Moreover, even in the “same
duration-different processes” condition, the presence vs. absence of fast-speech processes was not
taken into account. Note that dissociations between implicit and explicit processing have been
shown in other cognitive domains such as visual processing (e.g., Vorberg, Mattler, Heinecke,
Schmidt & Scharzbach, 2003). However, the results of Experiment 2 were not in line with Koreman’s
(2006) results for explicit rate judgments, either. Here differences in experimental setup are the most
likely explanation: Koreman (2006) used a large number of semantically differentiated sentences
from a corpus of spontaneous speech, whereas a simpler setup was used in the present study. This
was because the main focus of the present study was to compare perceived speaking rate for natural
(fast) speech and fast linearly time-compressed clear speech in an implicit task (Experiment 1). Given
that previous studies addressing these types of effects used simple designs (i.e., one or a few context
sentences presented over and over again), a similarly tightly controlled set-up seemed like a good
starting point for Experiment 1 and had to be maintained for the explicit task in Experiment 2.
In summary, the present study provides a first step into exploring the implicit perception of
speaking rate by looking at effects of natural fast speech vs. linearly time-compressed speech. At first
glance, the results may seem surprising: the presence of natural fast-speech processes such as
segmental reductions and deletions leads to the perception of faster speech. Although this is counter
the traditional assumption that speaking rate is calculated as the number of segments per unit time
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(note that segmental deletions imply a lower number of realized segments and reductions tend to be
related to articulator speed) all reviewed speech perception models can account for the effect. While
exemplar models and probabilistic models of perception can deal with the effect via direct
associations between fast speech and the presence of fast-speech processes, abstractionist models
would assume increased cognitive load due to more difficult mapping between signal and
representations. Together with other recent studies on external influences on the implicit perception
of speaking rate (Bosker & Reinisch, 2015; Bosker et al. 2016) evidence appears to accumulate that
normalization for speaking rate may in fact be explained at multiple levels of processing.
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Appendix A
The Table below shows the broad IPA transcriptions of the two versions of the context sentence, that
is, without fast-speech processes (measures in the table on the left) and with fast-speech processes
(measures in the table in the middle). As discussed in the main text, the two types of the sentence
differed in the number of transcribed segments, and shared segments differed in their respective
duration. Since vowels are especially prone to spectral reductions due to articulatory undershoot,
spectral measures of the first and second formants are given in Hertz and the perceptual scale Bark.
Measures were taken at the midpoints of the respective time intervals. Differences (on the left of the
table) suggest that the vowels in the version of the sentence that had been spoken fast are, as would
be expected, somewhat more centralized. The rather large difference in F2 for the Schwa marked
with * may result from the presence of an adjacent /r/ in the normal rate/ linearly-compressed
sentence that was completely absent in the natural-fast version.

natural normal rate speech
IPA

natural fast speech

compressed
duration
(sec)
0.116

F1
(Hz)

z

natural
duration
(sec)
0.161

i:

0.078

0.056

275

f

0.083

0.059

ɐ

0.081

0.058

m

0.103

0.074

i:

0.114

0.082

t

0.066

0.047

ɪ

0.051

0.037

n

0.074

0.053

i

0.103

0.073

r

0.038

0.027

ə

0.029

0.021

m

0.088

0.064

t

0.142

0.102

ɛ

0.040

0.029

k

0.091

s

699
323
413

F2
(Hz)

2678
1722
2784
2372

F1
(bark)

2.88
6.54
3.35
4.19

F2
(bark)

14.86
11.91
15.13

IPA

duration
(sec)

s

0.053

ɪ

0.057

f

0.067

ə

0.037

m

0.090

i

0.039

t

0.126

n

0.076

spectral differences
F1 (Hz)

F2
(Hz)

F1
(bark)

F2
(bark)

F1
(Hz)

F2
(Hz)

F1
(bark)

F2
(bark)

281

2360

2.94

14.01

6

318

0.06

0.85

502

1531

4.98

11.14

197

191

1.56

0.71

379

2689

3.88

14.89

56

95

0.53

0.24

14.04

425

2624

4.30

14.72

i

0.060

429

2625

4.34

14.73

4

1

0.04

0.01

543

1405

5.32

10.59

ə

0.055

462

2070

4.63

13.13

81

665 *

0.69

2.54

m

0.108

t

0.123

ɛ

0.030

442

2429

4.45

14.20

30

27

0.27

0.08

0.065

k

0.073

0.040

0.029

s

0.030

d

0.082

0.059

t

0.066

ə

0.027

0.019

m

0.096

0.069

m

0.126

b

0.025

0.018

ɛ

0.034

0.025

g

0.077

0.055

g

0.062

r

0.062

0.044

ɪ

0.043

0.031

ɪ

0.082

277

1263

2.90

9.91

59

46

0.58

0.23

f

0.089

0.064

f

0.020

472

370

390

336

2456

2410

2017

1309

4.72

3.80

3.98

3.48

14.28

14.15

12.95

10.14
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